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1, Historical Remarks 

The study of compact operators was initiated hy Fredholm 

[6], who solved the integral equation 

where the kernel T(x,y) is continuous on AXA, A being a 

finite interval. He gave the solution (the resolvent) as 

the quotient of two entire functions, which were developed 

in a series expansion using what are now known as "Fredholm 

Determinants". His treatment is given in Riesz and Sz.-Nagy 

[21, chapter 4]. Hilbert [8], solved this equation for some 

special discontinuous kernels T(x,y); Carleman [5] and 

Smithies [34] solved it assuming only that 

is finite. The latter treatment is given in Zaanen [38, 

chapter 9]. 

Now equation (*) can be written in the form 

where T is now a compact linear operator. Fredholm's 

approach has been exploited for equations of this type, in 

Banach spaces, notably by Ruston [24, 25, 26, 27], lezanski 

[15, 16], and Sikorski [31, 32, 33]; others have extended 

the method to even more general contexts. 

The non-determinantal aspects of Fredholm's work were 

extended to compact operators in Banach spaces by Riesz [20]. 

Certain results on the adjoint operator were supplied later 

by Hildebrandt [9] and Schauder [28]. Standard expositions 

AxA 

|T(x,y)l2dx dy 

AXA 

x - /\ Tx = y 
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of this method are Banach [2], and Zaanen [38, chapter ll]. 

Our interest is in generalizations of this method. 

A completely continuous operator is one which maps 

bounded sequences into sequences which have convergent 

subsequences. A compact operator is one which maps some 

neighborhood into a compact set. We will distinguish between 

these notions; for while they are equivalent in Banach space, 

they are quite different in more general spaces. 

Hyers [ll] extends the Riesz theory to completely cont¬ 

inuous operators in "locally bounded" spaces. He defines an 

"absolute value" on the space similar to a norm, and shows 

that Riesz1s proofs can be modified to this new context. 

Altman [l] extends the theory to completely continuous 

operators in locally convex spaces, by constructing a Banach 

space related to the original space and using Riesz's results 

in that space. A similar development is given by Ringrose [22] 

and Shirota [30], for compact operators. Marinescu [17] 

extends the theory to "relatively completely continuous" 

operators on "quasi-normed" spaces. L. M. Graves [7] considers 

operators of the type E + T, where T:X —»Y is compact, E:X—*Y 

is not necessarily one to one, and X and Y are Banach spaces. 

He develops a Riesz-like theory for such operators. L. Schwartz 

[29] has generalized two of his theorems to locally convex 

spaces. In a related paper, Yood [36] studies properties of 

linear operators which are preserved under the addition of a 

compact operator. 

We now come to the line of development that pertains 

directly to this paper. Leray [14] shows that the Riesz 
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theorems hold for compact operators in locally convex linear 

topological spaces (assumed to be separated). He obtains the 

result (A): "AI - T either has a continuous inverse defined 

on all of the space or else is not one to one" by means of 

one of his previously published results, a theorem on the 

invariance of the domain, which is a generalization of a 

theorem of Brouwer. He postulates the existence of a "dual 

pair" of spaces, defines an "adjoint" operator^ which is 

assumed to be compact, and obtains theorems relating the 

solutions of the original equation and the adjoint equation. 

He raises the question as to whether the compactness of the 

original operator implies the compactness of the adjoint— 

and leaves it unanswered. A treatment similar to that of 

leray is given by Hukuhara and Yasutaka [10]. 

Williamson [35] points out that the theorems of Leray 

that do not depend on the "alternative" theorem (A) are 

independent of local convexity; he gives a proof of this 

result that is independent of Leray's method and is valid 

in general linear topological spaces. He shows that the 

existence of compact operator I in a space, which has 

eigenvalues, implies the existence of non-zero continuous 

linear functionals; thus the adjoint space (and operator) 

can be defined as usual; the topology used is that of uniform 

convergence on bounded sets. He proves, without the assump¬ 

tion that T* is compact, that the dimensions of the null 

spaces of (Al - T)r and (Al - T*)r are the same. (A special 

case of this result is proved by Zaanen [37],) No result 

is obtained concerning the compactness of the adjoint T*. 
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This question of the relation between the compactness 

of an operator and that of its adjoint was answered in the 

case of Banach spaces by Schauder [28]. Schauder's well- 

known theorem states that an operator is compact if and only 

if its adjoint is compact. The theorem has also been given 

an alternative proof by Kakutani [12]. 

This question has been studied in locally convex spaces 

by KSthe [13 ], Raikov [18, 19], and Shirota [30]. Ringrose 

[22] shows that the compactness of an operator in a locally 

convex space implies the compactness of the square of its 

adjoint. He gives examples to show that this is the best 

possible result. In a later paper, [23], he shows that this 

result holds in general linear topological spaces. 

This result leads one to suspect that in linear top¬ 

ological spaces, it may indeed be more natural to consider 

operators, one of whose powers is compact—i. e., quasi- 

comnact operators. These have been studied in Banach spaces 

by Zaanen [38, chapter ll]; Ringrose [23] speculates that the 

whole Riesz theory might be developed for such operators in 

linear topological spaces by Zaanen's methods. It is the 

purpose of this paper to give this development. 
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2, Preliminarie s. 

We consider Hausdorff; (i. e., separated) linear topological 

spaces. Most of the definitions and proofs are as in Bourbaki 

[4]. A space will be called locally convex if there exists 
A OF coMi/Px Ni?iqrtBoRi+-®oDs 
a convex neighboa?he-ed- of 0. A set E is circled if for every 

complex number a such that lal<l, aE(TE. Every neighborhood 

of 0 contains a circled neighborhood of 0, so the circled 

neighborhoods of 0 form a neighborhood base at 0. The closed 

neighborhoods of any point form a neighborhood base, as do 

the convex neighborhoods, in case the space in question is 

locally convex. 

Hereafter, unless specifically stated otherwise, "neighbor¬ 

hood” will mean "circled neighborhood of 0", or, if the space 

is locally convex, "convex neighborhood of 0". 

We shall denote algebraic subtraction by -, and set sub¬ 

traction by For each neighborhood N, there exists a neigh¬ 

borhood M such that M £ MCN. For any neighborhood W and point 

x, there exists a real number r, 0<r<l, such that rx e N. 

We can also choose r such that rx e 2H and rx ji N, if x i N. 

A set K is compact if every open covering has a finite 

subcovering. A set E is bounded if for every neighborhood N, 

there exists a complex number a such that aECN. 

We shall make considerable use of the idea of filter, 

whose definition and properties are as in Bourbaki [3]; these 

properties will be used without specific reference. 

We now prove a number of basic results which may be found 

in Leray [14]. 
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2.1 Lemma: Let X "be a linear topological space, Y and E 

topological spaces with. E compact, <p(y,k):YxE —>X a con¬ 

tinuous, map v Then if PCX is closed and is such that for some 

y e Y, (p(y,E)f|F = 0,' there exists a neighborhood N of y 

such that cp (N, E) 0 F = 0 • 

Proof: <p(Y,K)CX is a topological space in X, and 

X/~F is an open set in X containing <p(y,K). Then 

(X'~F)n<p(X,K) is an open set in cp (Y,K). So for each k e K, 

there exist neighborhoods N^ and of y in Y and of k in E 

respectively, such that cp (N^.* M^.) C X ~F. Now 

an open covering of E, and there is a finite subcovering 
n 

lMiii-l * N “IQL ^i is a ^ififcborhood of y such that 

cp(N,K)CX~F, or <p(N,E)HF = 0. Q. B. D. 

2.2 Lemma: Let X be a linear topological space, N a neigh¬ 

borhood, K a compact subset of X. Then there exists a 

neighborhood S in the complex plane such that SKCN. 

Proof: In lemma 2.1, let X = X, E = Ej let Y be the 

complex plane, F = IF. (where the prime denotes complementation 

and the bar denotes closure), <p(y,k) = yk. Q.E.D. 

2.. 5 Lemma: If P is closed and K is compact (in a linear 

topological space) then F + E is closed. 

Proof: In lemma 2.1, let X = Y, ECX, Cp(y,k) = y - k; 

for any x / P + E, Ffi.(x-E): = 0; thus there exists a neigh¬ 

borhood N of x such that PO (N-E): S 0, or N f).(;F+K)' = 0. Q.E.D. 

2.4 Lemma: Let A be a closed set of complex numbers not 

including 0 and let P be a closed set (in a linear topological 

space) which does not include 0. Then AP is closed. 
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Proof: In lemma 2.1, let Y be the set of complex numbers, 

K = A-1U{0}, cp(y,k)=ky. Let y e (AP)'. Then A_1y e (A^AFVCP' 

so A_1yOP = 0. Then by lemma 2.1, there exists a neighborhood 

N of y such that A"*^N = 0> and Nf| AP = 0. Q.E.D. 

2.5 Lemma: Let X be a linear topological space, N a neigh¬ 

borhood of 0 in X, and S be a neighborhood of 0 in the complex 

plane. Then aQj aN is a neighborhood of 0. 

Proof: We may suppose N and S are open. Then N' and 

S' are closed and do not contain 0. By 2.4> S'N' is closed 

and does not contain 0. But this set is just ays aN'. Thus 

aft aN is open and contains 0. Q.E.D. 

2.6 Lemma: Let X be a linear topological space, N an open 

neighborhood such that Hi is compact (we suppose such a. neigh 

borhood exists), and let YCX be a proper subspace*, Then 

there exists an x e N such that x £ Y + N. 

Proof: Let z e I1. Let M be a neighborhood such that 

,(z--h M) 0Y = 0. Since M is circled, z £ Y + M. Now N is 

compact, so by lemma 2.2, there exists a complex number a 

such that aNCM. Thus z ft Y + aN and §• Y + N, so that 
3» 

X y Y + N. 

If N CY + N, then Y + N is closed by lemma 2.3> and 

of course Y + N is open since N is open. Since X is connected, 

X = Y + N. But X / T + H, and we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

2.7 Lemma: In a linear topological space, if N is a neigh¬ 

borhood and X is a compact set, any sequence jx^C'E such 

that x. i x. + N for j ?i is finite. 

Proof: ^XjJ is a closed subset of the compact set X; it 

follows that is compact. Now each set x^ + N contains 
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only the point x^ of ; furthermore, {^ 4- N] covers jx^ ; 

there is a finite subcovering, so {x^jis finite. Q.E.D. 

2.8 Theorem: Any n-dimensional submanifold Y of a linear 

topplogical space X is 1) topologically isomorphic with n- 

dimensional Euclidean space E11 and 2) a subspace. 

Proof: 1) Let {y^ ... >ynj
be a basis for Y. Define 

:E' 
n 

Y by (p(a1, ... ,an) = ^y^ ••• 
+a

n
y
n* f is 821 

-1 

<p : 

isomorphism and is continuous. We only need show that <p 

is continuous: The boundary bd 3^(0) of the unit sphere S^(0) 

in E11 is compact, so <p(bd S^_(0)) is also. Then this set is 

closed, and does not contain 0. Thus there exists a neigh¬ 

borhood N which does not intersect <p(bd 3-^(0)). Sinceipis 

continuous, is a neighborhood which does not meet bd S-^O). 

Thus <p”(0) and NC<pS^(0). Hence (p is continuous. 

2) If z e Y and z / Y, let Z = [z, y^, ... ,yn]. Then 

Y is a non-closed submanifold of Z—which is homeomorphic 

with E*1*^. Then En is a non-closed submanifold of En+\ which 

is impossible. Q.E.D. 

2,9 Theorem: Every locally compact submanifold of a linear 

topological space is a finite dimensional subspace. 

Proof: let N be an open neighborhood in a locally 

compact submanifold Y such that N is compact. If Y is not 

finite dimensional, there exists an infinite linearly indep¬ 

endent set ^x^, ... xn, .. .^ . Define YQ = £6}, Y^ = [x-^], ..., 

and Y^ = [x.,, ... ,x ], ... . Then Y,/^Y ^ jL 0 for every 
n l n n n-i- 

n; by lemma 2.6, there exists for each n an element yn e NHYn 

such that yn i Y ^ + N. By lemma 2.7> there are only finitely 



many y^'s. Thus T has finite dimension. By theorem 2.8, 

Y is closed. Q.E.D. 
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2. The Riesz Theory. 

3.1 Lemma: Let X be a linear topological space, and let T-^ 

and T2 be continuous linear operators of X into X. Let (B 

be a filter base in X. If x adheres to T-J^ and T2@ con¬ 

verges to y, then x + y adheres to (T^ + T2){£^ * 

Proof: For each neighborhood N, there exists a neigh¬ 

borhood M such that M + MCN. Tg © converges to y, so there 

exists a set e (0 such that T2 BiCy + M. Also, for any 

set B e0, there exists a set Bg e such that BgCBf^B^, 

and thus T2B2 y + Now x adheres to T^^ , so 

T^OCx + M)^ 0. 

It follows that (1^ + T2)B2 f) (x + y * M + M) ^0, 

so that + T2)B2 f| (x + y + N) ^0. Hence x + y adheres 

to(T1 + T2)§. Q.E.D. 

In the following theorems, T will be a quasi-compact 

linear operator in a linear topological space X. In other 

words, T will be a continuous linear operator in X for which 

there exists a positive integer r such that Tr is compact. 

We shall write 

U = Al - T 

where A is a non-zero complex number; W will denote an open 

neighborhood such that TrW is compact. 

3.2 Lemma: For any closed subset F of W, DP is closed. 

Proof: Let yQ e UF; there exists a filter in UF 

converging to yQ. Let ^ be a base for this filter, let UQ 

be the restriction of U to F. Then U”1 is a filter base 

in F. Let ^ be an ultrafilter base refining . Then 

Tr(^ is an ultrafilter base in TrW, and this set is compact. 
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Then 

T1®! a (/\ I - U)1®^ a ( ArI - r h r*’1U + ... + (-ljV)^ 

converges to a point zQ in TrW, so that 

(I - + ... + (-i^rv*)®! 

z 
converges to the point 

Now U(§^ is a filter base refining U(U“’1’(jj}) = (5« Since 

^ converges to yQ, so does U$^. Then 

(-r^U + ... + (-l)r^"rUr)l31 

a (-r^I + ... + (-l)rA"rDr“1)U§1 

converges to w » (-r/1"1! + ... + (-l)r/\"rUr_1)y0, as this 

function is continuous. By lemma 3.1, x0 
a ^r “ w0 adheres. ■ 

to § Then xQ adheres to § 
8111(1 belongs to the closed 

set P. It follows that UxQ adheres to but U^ 

converges to yQ} thus UxQ = yQ, and yQ e UP. Then UP UP 

and UP is closed. Q.E.D. 

3.3 Theorem: UX is a subspace of X; i. e., UX is Olosed. 

Proof: By the continuity of U and lemma 3.2, P^= U“'LUV 

= W + U’-^O) is closed. Also * U”1!^ = W + ir1(0) is 

open* let P2 = P^'
-'-’^. *2 cl°se<1 8111(1 contains bd P1# 

If x i P^, the segment connecting 0 and x meets bd P-j_, as 

0 is interior to P^. let B be the set of real numbers 

greater than or equal to 1. Then x e B(bd P]_)C BPg. Hence 

X = Px (J BP2, SO that UX » UP-jU BU(P2). 

Now UP^ = U¥ is closed by lemma 3.2. Also, 

UP2 = uC^-km^u^uw) = uw ~uw. 

let P^ = Then UP^ = UW ^ UW which is just UPg, 

Since P^ is closed, UP^ = UP2 is closed by lemma 3.2. Now 

0 i UP2 = UW~UW, and 0 l B, Thus by lemma 2.4, BU(P2) is 
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closed. It follows that TJX = UP-^ U BUCP^) is closed. Q.E.D. 

Corollary: Por all positive integers n, iftc is a subspace of X. 

The following five results, concluding with the 

"Alternative", theorem 3.8> constitute a generalization of 

the work of Williamson [35]. 

3.4 Lemma: Let T be a one to one linear map of a linear 

space X into itself; if y l TX, and Yn = [y, Ty, ... ,T y], 

n = 1, 2, ... , then 1) Yn has finite dimension n and 

2) Yn0T^ = (0}. 

Proof: 1) The dimension of Yn is less than or equal 

to n. Suppose it is properly less than n. Let m be the 

least positive integer such that the dimension of Ym is 

< m. Then we would have aQy + a1Ty + ... + am_^T y = 0 

for some aQ, a1, ... where ^ 0 (the a^s being 

complex numbers). Then 

y = -(^ Ty + ... + Tm-1y) 
0 0 

= T[-(~y + ... + Tm~2y)] e TX 
0 0 

which shows that aQ = 0, as y i TX. We then have 

TCa-jy + ... + am_i
Tm"2y) = 0 

which implies 
m 0 

a-j^y + ... + am_xT ” y = 0 

since T is one to one. Then the dimension of Ym , is less m-j. 

than m-1, which is impossible. 
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2) If 0 ^ x is in Ynfl T
1^, we have for some complex 

numbers bQ, b^ ... »Vl’ 

x = bQy + b-jTy + ... + bn_1T
n“1y = Tnz ^ 0 

for some z e X. As y £ IX, bQ = 0. Then 

b^y + ... + b^T^y = Tn“1z ^0 

because I is one to one; thus ^n_iH In_'LX j^joJ. Repeating 

this argument, we find that Y1D TX ^o], which is a 

contradiction. Q.E.D. 

■5.5 Lemma: let I be a linear operator with continuous inverse 

and closed range, defined' in a linear topological space X. If 

Y is a finite dimensional subspace such that Y f! TX = [o], then 

for each neighborhood N there is a neighborhood M such that 

TN 33 (Y + M) fi TX. 

Proof: It is well known that the relative topology on 

the sum of two independent subspaces, one of which has finite 

dimension, is the produot topology; 3?or any neighborhood N, 

TN is a neighborhood in TX. Thus there exists a neighborhood 

M in X such that TN +' Y 3M 0 (TX + Y)> since Y is open in 

itself. Then TN + Y D (M + Y) fl (TX + Y), and it follows that 

TN = (TN + Y) n.TX 3(M + Y) f|(TX + Y)HTX = (H + Y)pTX. Q.E.D. 

lz§. lemma: let T be a compact linear operator mapping a 

linear topological space X into itself. Let W be a neigh¬ 

borhood such that TW is compact; if Y is a finite dimensional 

submanifold of X and T is one to one on Y, then Yf\W is 

compact. 

Proof: TQ = TlY is one to one. Y has finite dimension, 
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so there exists a linearly independent set y-^, ... jy^. 

spanning Y. Hence any vector in TQY has an expression 

alTyl + ••• + akTyk 

so that TqY has finite dimension. Then T“^ is continuous; 

hence Tq(W f] Y) = T(W fl Y) is closed, as TQ has a continuous 

inverse. This last set is a subset of TW, so is compact. 

By the continuity of T”\ W fl Y is compact. Q.E.D. 

Corollary: let U = ^1 - T, where T is continuous and Tr 

is compact; let Y have finite dimension. _ Then if there is 

an integer n such that Y fl t^X = {o}, YffW is compact. 

Proof: We must show that Tr is one to one on Y. If Try = 0, 

then (X I - Uy)r = ( ^ry - r /\r_1Uy + ... + (-l)rUry) = 0 

so that 

y = -(- jUy '+ ... + (-?-..)■ Ury) 

We may substitute this expression for y into itself as many 

times as we wish; if we do it n times, we obtain a polynomial 

in U with no power of U occuring less than n. Now Y fl 

implies that for all m>n, Y/l^X = £oJ. Hence y = 0, and 

Tr is one to one. 

We may now apply lemma 3.6 to obtain the result. Q.E.D. 

U Lemma: A linear operator T:X-»Y fails to have a continuous 

inverse if and only if there exists a neighborhood N such 

that 0 e T(N'). 

Proof: If 1 is not one to one, let x / 0 be such that 

Tx = 0. Let N be a neighborhood such that x £ N. Then 0 e T(N‘)„ 

If T is one to one, it is clear that 0 e T(N') if and only if 

TN is not a neighborhood of 0 in TX. Q.E.D. 
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3.8 Theorem (The Alternative): let T be a continuous linear 

operator in a linear topological space X such that T is 

compact. Then either U = A I - T is a homeomorphism of X 
onto itself, or U is not one to one. 

Proof: If U is not a homeomorphism, exactly one of the 

following cases holds: 

1) U is not one to one 

2) U is one to one but its inverse is not continuous 

3) U is one to one, has a continuous inverse, but is 

not onto. 

Suppose that 2) holds. There exists a neighborhood 

such that 0 e U(N^), by 3.7. let N2 be an open neighbor¬ 

hood such that then 0 e U(N-j^) C U(N^) . let ^ 

be a base of neighborhoods of 0 and let 0 ^ be the family 

[XTH f) 0 2W I B e <§}• © ^ is a filter base: for let 

Beg); then Bf|U(N£) ^ 0 so U^BflN^ ^ 0. If x e U^BRN^, 

x i N2; there exists an r e (0, l] such that rx e 2N2^-/N2. 

U_1B is circled, so rx e tf^B. Hence 

rx e U^BDN’OS^C U”1B0^n2¥ £ 0 
and no set of|j^ is empty. It is a simple calculation to 

determine that the intersection of two members of 0-^ indeed 

contains another. Hence ^ is a filter base. 

^-s a fil’fc®1’ base; it is the family of sets of the 
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form U(U-1B f)N£f) 2W) C B f)U(N£ fl 2W). Every set in ^ contains 

a set of thus converges to 0. 

Also, Tr(8 ^ has an adherent point xQ, for 

TrB1 = ^(U-^fl^nsW) C Tr(2W), for all 

B^ e , this last set being compact. 

Now Tr = ArI - rA^ + ... + (-l)rUr so that 

(I - r A-1U + ... + (-l)r A”rUr)has the adherent point 
X ^ 
■rj? . Also, since U®1 converges to 0, so does 

(- r/T1!! + ... + (-l)rA”rUr) 
r \ -rTTr> 

= (-T + 
r 
A 

L=iV 
U' 

r-1 

x 

)u©i- 

Hence by lemma 3.1, © . has the adherent point + 0 = r 
x NX A X0 A 

Every set in (R is in Ni, so 77 e TT and hence -755 £ 0 
Ux o A A A 

Then -7-5? adheres to uS?-,. But U(Q1 converges to 0, so 
UxG A 
—rf = 0, and U is not one to one. This is a contradiction. 

Suppose 3) holds. Let y i UX, and let Y^ = [y, ... ,Un”^y], 

By lemma 3-4, Yn has dimension n, and Y^f) U
nX = {0} . By 

the corollary to lemma 3.6, Ynf) W is compact for all integers 

n. Thus if NCW is any neighborhood, Ynf) N is compact for 

all integersn. 

Now Ur has a continuous inverse, and it follows from 

theorem 3*3 that UrX is closed. By lemma 3.5> there exists a 

neighborhood M such that UrW^(Yr + M) f] U
rX. Let N be an open 

neighborhood such that NCWf|M. Then Ynf) NCY^n^ is compact. 

By lemma 2.6, for each n there exists an element yn e Y fl N 

such that yn ji Ya_^ + N. 

let n>r. Then 

yn = aoy + alUy + * • * + ar-l
ur~ly + ^ (ary + • • • + an_i

un’~r~1y) 

= aQy + a-JJy + ... + ar_1U
r~1y + Urzn_1, where zn_1 e yn_r; 

thus Urzn_1 = yn - (aQy + a-JJy + ... + Ur_1y) eI + Ir(M + Tr 
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so that z„ n e W for all n. Also z„ i T „ ,, for if so, n~x ~ n—x ^ n*-r—l 

a -i — 0 and y„ e i. It follows that Trz„ ■, e and . n—x * n n—x n—x n 

Trzn-2 i Yn_^, so the elements Trzn are. all distinct. 
Now let n>m^r. 

Ir(*n- zm) » (A
r- r Ar_1U + ... + (-l)r'1rAur"1+ (-1)V)(Y zffl) 

= (J)V^ + (Ar - r + ... + 

,-aP‘ -+...+ i-i)¥)^ 

'» (-l)ryn+1 " (a0y + ... + ar_1U
r-1y) 

+ (Ar + ... + (-l)r'1rAtJr"1)zn 

- (Ar + ... + UlVlij,. 

All the terms of the right hand side are in except for yn+^. 

Therefore if Tr(zn - zm) e N, we would have yn+1 e Yn + N 

which is impossible. 

Hence Trzn i Trzm + N; also [Trz^C^rW > which is compact; 

it follows from lemma 2*7 that £Trzn| is a finite sequence, 

which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

It will follow from theorem 3*11 that if U is onto, U is 

one to one. Thus we can say U is onto if and only if it is 

one to one. 

3.9 Theorem: Y s= Tf^O) is a finite dimensional subspace; 

is a compact neighborhood in this space. 

Proof: Recall that TrW is compact. Now Y is closed by 

the continuity of U. For x e Y, Ux = ^x - Tx = 0 so that 

Arx = Trx, and hence x = * Then we have 

Y(1W = Yfi^lCYfi^p 
which is compact. By theorem 2.9» Y is closed and has finite 

dimension. Q.E.D. 
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Corollary: U”n(0) is closed and has finite dimension; 

U_n(0)f) ¥ is a compact neighborhood. 

Proof: ^nI - U11 is a polynomial in T without a "constant" 

term, so ( ^nI - U*1)1* is compact. Noting that 

AnI - ( ^nI - u11) = Un, 

we may apply the above result. Q.E.D. 

3.10 Theorem: U“n(0)C U”n”1(0) for each integer n; there 

exists a least integer nQ such that ^^(O) = U"’
n°*"^'(0).. 

Proof: The first statement is clear. If for all n, 

U“n(0) £ U_n"’1(0), the above corollary and lemma 2.6 show 

that for each n, there exists an xn e U”
n(0)f| W. such that 

xn £ U"n+1(0) + W. Then for all y e U”n+1(0), x^ i y + W, 

or in other words, x -y £ W. 
n 

Now for m< n, T(xn - xm) = )\ xn - (/(xm - Uxm + Ux^). 

Since Ax e U-n+^(0), x e U~n(0) so that Ux e U“n+^(0); 

also xn e U"
n(0) so that Uxn e U"n+1(0). Thus 

T(xn - xm) = ^(xn - yx), where yx e lT
n+1(0) 

Then also T2(xn “ 
x
m) = X T(xn " yx) = X

2(*n~ 72) 

# • • 

and Tr(xn - xj = /\r(xn - yr), 

where y2, ... ,yr e U”n+1(0). But now xn ~ yr £ ¥, so that 

Tr(xn - xm) £ ArW. Also TrW , which is compact; by 

lemma 2.7> £Trxn^ is 
a finite sequence. This is a contra¬ 

diction, for it is easy to see from the fact that Tr is a 

polynomial in U with a constant term that the elements Trxn 

are in U_n(0) and not in U~n+^(0), so that they are distinct 

Q.E.D. 
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5.11 Lemma: For m>nQ, U"
n°(0)D UmX = [o] . 

Proof: If x e U~’n°(0) fi U11^, there exists an element 

y e X such that x = T^y. How Un°x =0, so Um+n°y = Un°x = 0. 

Then y c U~m“n°(0) = lTm(0), and 0 = Umy = x. Q.B.D. 

5.12 Theorem: U^X D Un+‘*'X for each positive integer n; there 

is a least integer mQ such that U
m°X = Um°+'LX; also mQ = nQ, 

where n is defined as above, o 

Proof: The first statement is clear. For m£nQ, there 

are no nullvectors of U in UmX, by 3.11• In particular, 

there are no nullvectors in Un°X. Thus the restriction UQ 

of U to U^X is one to one, and by theorem 3*8> U is onto 

(and has a continuous inverse). Thus U maps Un°X onto itself, 

and we have the existence of mQ defined in the statement of . 

the theorem; also this shows that in 1: n . 

If x i U”m°(0), Um°x *4 0. U is one to one on tf^X, so 

Um°+^'x ^ 0 and therefore x / U”m°”^(0). Thus U“m°“^(0) d 
U~m°(0). We know already that U_m°~^(0)CH~m°(0), so 

equality holds. Hence nQ< mQ. Q.E.D. 

Note: The number nQ defined here is the algebraic multiplicity 

of \ ; the dimension of U-1(0) is the geometric multiplicity. 

5.13 Theorem: X = U~n°(0) © TJ^X; i. e., the whole space is 

the direct sum of the range and null space of U^o. 

Proof: U2n°X = Un°X, so for each x e X, there is an 

element y such that U2n°.y = Un°x. Hence UG°(x - Un°y) = 0, 

so x - U11^ e lTn°(0), or x e lTn°(0) + Un°yCU-n°(0) + U^X. 

From lemma 3.11, X is the algebraic direct sum of the spaces 

in question; and as both of these are closed, and one has 

finite dimension, X has the product topology. Q.E.D. 
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We conclude this section with the usual results on the 

distribution of eigenvalues for a compact operator. We follow 

the method of Zaanen [38, chapter 11]. 

3.14 Lemma: Let X be a linear topological space, T:X—*X 

be a continuous linear operator. Then 

1) if x is an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue A , 

x is an eigenvector of Tn with eigenvalue /\n, where n is any 

positive integer, and 

2) if h n is an eigenvalue of Tn, there is at least 

one nth root e,,, k = 0, 1, ... ,n-l, of 1 such that e^A is 

an eigenvalue of T. 

Proof: 1) is clear. 

2) Let Tnx = ^nx, x £ 0. Define 

x1 = Tx - eQA x 

x2 = Tx1 - x1 = T
2
X - (eQ + e-^A Tx + A 2x 

• • « • 

xn = Txn-1 - xn-l 

as TX 
.•n ,n“A , x _n-l 

n_1 
v2mn-2 (£0^ x + 2 eke. x 

k=0 k kJcfasO 0 

— + ... + (—1) eQE]_ * * * E
n_l A 

= Tnx - Anx = 0. 

X 

Suppose none of the numbers e^A are eigenvalues, k = 0, 

1, ... ,n-l. Then Txn_1 - en_-]A xn_1 = 0 implies xn_1 = 0; 

xn_i = Txn_2 - en_2A xn_2 = 0 implies that xn_2 = 0. 

Continuing this process, we arrive at x = 0, which is not 

so. Q.E.D. 
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5.15 Lemma: Let T be a continuous linear transformation, 

and let U J be a sequence of distinct complex numbers, and 

fxj be a sequence of non-zero vectors in X such that 

(X nI - T)xn as 0. Then the elements xn are linearly 

independent. 

Proof; Suppose we have proved that every set 

of non-zero vectors such that 

(^1-^ = 0 i = 1, 

is linearly independent. Then, for i £ n, 

(Ani - T)X± = (Ani + Aii - T)X± 

= (An1 -Ail)*i + ( A ±x - DJ^ 

= (AnI -AiD^i = (An -Ai)xi- 

How ( An- Ai)
xi 0. Thus = (An1 “ T)xi £ 0. 

... , n-1 

If x1, ... ,x. 
n-1 

: are linearly dependent, then x - S a.x,, 
n n i=1 i i 

for some a^ i = 1, ... ,n-l. Hence 

0 - AnI - *)*n “ 
(AnJ -T)(galX.) 

n-1 . 
= 2 a ( AnI - T)x, 

i=l 1 n 

n-1 

= 2 a.y., 
i=l 1 1 

wherey^ ^ 0, i = 1, ... ,n-l. Then all the a^'s are zero, 

so that x^ = 0, and A Q is not an eigenvalue. Contradiction. 

Thus any collection £x.j^_-^ defined above is linearly 

independent. Q.E.D. 

5.16 Theorem: The number of eigenvalues of a compact operator 

T is at most countably infinite; the only possible limit 

point of the set of eigenvalues is 0. 
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Proof: Let W be a neighborhood of 0 such that HW is 

compact. It suffices to show that if 6 >0, there are only 

finitely many eigenvalues A with I A 1^6* 
Let UJ *e a sequence of such eigenvalues. Then there 

exists a sequence ^x^ of non-zero vectors such that TxA = 

By lemma 3.15, these x^'s are linearly independent. Let 

En = [x^]^^. It is easy to see that T is one to one on En; 

so by lemma 3.6, E^flW is compact. By lemma 2.6, there exists 

for each n an element e If (1 Bn such that yn i E^^ + W. 
\ 

n 
Let a? ^nI - Tj thqn for any x » Zla,^ e En, we have 

n n 
Ui x s A a,> x > — T> . aHx. 
'V nfi. 11 Gi 1 1 

= ^(^Xi - + an(AA - TxJ 

= gyVi - Txi> 
- "Vi) * \_1 

lsi 

Let n>m. Then 

T(yn - V = Vn - + 

- ^ nyn - wn > whsre wn e Bn-1 

t AnO«» ; 
so by lemma 2.7, £Tyn^ 

is finite, since {Ty^C^ » which is 

compact. But this is impossible; for if yn ^ ym, then 

Tyn £ Tym, as T is one to one on En, for each n. Q.E.D. 

5.17 Theorem: If Tr is compact, T has at most countably 

many eigenvaluesJ the only limit point possible for the set 

of eigenvalues is 0. 
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Proof: By theorem 3*16, Tr has only finitely many 

eigenvalues A with lA I -6r, for every 6>0. If T has infinitely 

many eigenvalues A ^ with I Aj_l^6, we have by lemma 3.14 

that^A^ is an infinite set of eigenvalues of Tr with 

I Afl>6r. Now only finitely many of these eigenvalues 

can be the same, as there are only finitely many rth roots 

for any complex number. Thus we have a sequence of distinct 

T* 3? 
eigenvalues for T lying outside the circle of radius 6 , 

which is impossible. Q.E.D. 
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•A* The Ad .joint Operator. 

4.1 Theorem: If T is a quasi-compact linear operator 

which has eigenvalues, in a linear topological space X, 

then the space of continuous linear functionals on X which 

vanish on Z = Un°X is non-trivial; its dimension is that of 

Y = U~n°(0). 

Proof: let y-^, ... >y.jj span Y. Then as X = Y + Z, 

we have also X = [y^] + (Z + [y-^ ... , y^, y.j+1> ••• >y-^]) 

= [y^] + j = 1, ... >n. For any x e X, there exists a 

unique z e Z^ and a unique complex number a such that 

x = z + ay., let x*(x) = a. Then x* is a continuous linear 
3 

functional (as Z. is closed) and vanishes on Un°X. The 
J 

collection of such linear functionals has dimension n. Q.E.D. 

It follows that if T:X—»X is quasi-compact and has 

eigenvalues, the adjoint space X* is non-trivial, and we 

may define the adjoint operator T* in the usual manner. 

Obviously, U* = A I* - T*. 

We give X* the topology of uniform convergence on 1 

bounded sets; a typical neighborhood of 0 in X* is a set of 

the form jy* I ly*xl <1 for x e , where B is a bounded 

set in X. It is not hard to show that if T is continuous, 

so is T*. The following result is due to J. H. Williamson 

[35]. 
/ 

4.2 Theorem: let T be a quasi-compact operator in a linear 

topological space X, and suppose that T has eigenvalues. 

Then the dimension of U-n(0) is equal to that of U*“n(0). 
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Proof: Let T = lTn°(0), Z = ,Un°X; U11 maps Y into Y and 

Z onto Z. The null space of Un is a subspace of Y, so we 

may identify the null spaces of TJn and U^, where UQ = U|Y. 

If x* is in the null space of U*n, then 

0 = (U*nx*)X * x*(U33X) O x*Z  
so that x* vanishes on Z. Also, if x* vanishes on Z, so does 

TJ*nx*> since IJ^Z = Z. Hence for purposes of considering 

the null space of U*n we may as well consider it as an 

operator in the space of continuous linear functionals 

vanishing on Z. 

Let x* be a functional of this space, and x# its restric¬ 

tion to Y. Then for x e Y, 

(U*nx*)x as x*(u“±) = x*(u£x) = xj(u£x) = (U*nx*)x 

so that x* is in the null space of U#n if and only if its 

restriction is in the null space of U*n, the adjoint of U*. 

It follows that we may identify the null space of U*n 

with that of U*n; the theorem is now reduced to the finite 

dimensional case, which is well known. Q.B.D. 

It follows that if T is quasi-compact and has eigenvalues, 

then the eigenvalues, of T and T* are the same, and the 

dimensions of their eigenspaces are the same. 

The following theorem is due to Ringrose [23]; we will 

only sketch the proof. 

4.3 Theorem: If T is a precompact linear operator in a 

linear topological space X, that is, if T maps some neighbor- 
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hood onto a set whose topological completion is compact, 

2 
then T* is compact. 

The method of proof is as follows; we first consider 

a precompact linear operator T:X—>Y, and an operator S:Y —>Z 

which is bounded; that is, S maps some neighborhood of 0 into 

a bounded set. Then there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in 

the space Z* such that T*S* is continuous as a mapping from 

U, where U has the weak topology, to X*. It follows that 

the operator T*S* is precompact; upon showing, then, that 

the set T*S*U is topologically complete, we may conclude 

that T*S* is compact. Any compact operator is bounded, so 

if X = Y = Z, it follows that T*2 is compact. 

Corollary: If T is a quasi-compact operator in a linear 

topological space X, so is T*. 
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